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Investment Process

We seek to invest in companies that are undervalued, in solid financial condition and have attractive business economics. We believe
that companies with these characteristics are less likely to experience eroding values over the long term.

Attractive Valuation

We value a business using what we believe are reasonable expectations for the long-term earnings power and capitalization rates of that
business. This results in a range of values for the company that we believe would be reasonable. We generally will purchase a security if
the stock price falls below or toward the lower end of that range.

Sound Financial Condition

We prefer companies with an acceptable level of debt and positive cash flow. At a minimum, we seek to avoid companies that have so
much debt that management may be unable to make decisions that would be in the best interest of the companies’ shareholders.

Attractive Business Economics

We favor cash-producing businesses that we believe are capable of earning acceptable returns on capital over the company's
business cycle.

Team Overview

Everyone on the team functions as a generalist with respect to investment research and the entire team works together on considering
potential investments.

Portfolio Management

Thomas A. Reynolds IV

Portfolio Manager

Daniel L. Kane, CFA

Portfolio Manager

Craig Inman, CFA

Portfolio Manager

Investment Results (%) Average Annual Total Returns

9.669.049.462.3712.884.96-3.35Russell Midcap® Index

9.497.608.493.6511.984.54-3.40Russell Midcap® Value Index

9.556.027.703.038.100.13-5.28Institutional Class: APHQX

9.475.917.622.927.920.00-5.34Advisor Class: APDQX

9.425.787.472.797.88-0.06-5.37Investor Class: ARTQX

Inception10 Yr5 Yr3 Yr1 YrYTDQTDAs of 30 June 2024

Source: Artisan Partners/Russell. Returns for periods less than one year are not annualized. Class inception: Investor (28 March 2001); Advisor (1 April 2015); Institutional (1 February 2012). For the period prior to
inception, each of Advisor Class and Institutional Class’s performance is the Investor Class’s return for that period (“Linked Performance”). Linked Performance has not been restated to reflect expenses of the Advisor or
Institutional Class and each share’s respective returns during that period would be different if such expenses were reflected.

0.930.991.14Prospectus 31 May 20242,3

1.021.131.24Semi-Annual Report 31 Mar 20241

APHQXAPDQXARTQXExpense Ratios

1Unaudited, annualized for the six-month period. 2The Fund’s operating expenses have been restated to reflect a reduction in management fees, effective as of 31 May 2024. 3See prospectus for further details.

Past performance does not guarantee and is not a reliable indicator of future results. Investment returns and principal values will fluctuate so that an investor's shares, when redeemed, may
be worth more or less than their original cost. Current performance may be lower or higher than that shown. Call 800.344.1770 for current to most recent month-end performance.
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Investing Environment

Following broad market participation that drove US equities higher in

late 2023 and early 2024, markets narrowed in Q2, with a handful of

mega-cap technology names lifting the S&P 500® Index to all-time

highs on the AI FOMO (artificial intelligence “fear of missing out”)

trade. NVIDIA, Apple and Microsoft alone contributed 85% of the S&P

500®’s 4.28% Q2 return. However, due to the market’s narrow breadth

in Q2, the index’s strong headline result was not representative of the

average stock’s performance. Most US stocks were in fact negative

returners, with the median S&P 500® Index stock down -3.20%. This

type of result was in line with the Russell Midcap® Value Index’s

-3.40% Q2 return. Most sectors within the Russell Midcap® Value Index

were weak. The worst performing were consumer staples, health care

and materials—each down about 8%. Exceptions were information

technology, utilities and real estate. Given their higher leverage,

utilities and real estate were beneficiaries of falling longer term bond

yields as US inflation continues to cool.

Given the meaningful outperformance by large-cap growth stocks,

which drove the broad large-cap US indices higher, one might

conclude that equity returns have simply followed earnings growth.

However, as shown in Exhibit 1, Q2’s variance in returns between the

S&P 500® and Russell Midcap® Value Indices was fully attributable to

shifting valuations—multiple expansion of the former and multiple

contraction of the latter. We will leave it to readers to draw your own

conclusions about the market’s behavior. We will only point out that

recent earnings growth for mid-cap value stocks has been just as

strong as for their larger and growthier peers, and that mid-cap value

stocks, which were already attractively valued relative to growth

stocks based on history, have become even cheaper.

Exhibit 1: Size/Style Returns Explained by Multiple Expansion/Con-

traction…not Earnings Growth!

Q2 2024 Sources of Total Return

Source: Artisan Partners/FactSet/Russell/S&P. Multiple expansion/contraction represents price to 
earnings ratio. Past performance does not guarantee future results.   
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Performance Discussion

Compared to the Russell Midcap® Value Index, our portfolio

performance was primarily held back by our health care and

consumer discretionary holdings. Above-benchmark weightings in

health care, consumer staples and consumer discretionary as well as a

lighter weighting in utilities also contributed negatively to relative

results. On the positive side, our financials, industrials and technology

holdings outperformed.

In the health care and consumer discretionary sectors, Baxter

International and LKQ were key detractors. Baxter provides essential

products in renal care, medication delivery, advanced surgery, clinical

nutrition, pharma and acute therapies. Though quarterly results beat

expectations and the company raised guidance, shares were down

because some of the upside to results was in the renal care business,

which is being sold to Carlyle Group, whereas there was weakness in

its healthcare services and technologies business—the legacy Hillrom

business that it acquired in 2021. Baxter has sought to transform the

company by selling several non-core operations, which will raise cash

and simplify the business longer term as it focuses on profitable

growth. Last year, it sold its BioPharma Solutions business at a

significant premium, and this year it is exiting the kidney business.

Given the company’s growth challenges over the past few years,

patience among investors seems to be lacking. In our view, there is

significant pessimism embedded in the stock price as it sells cheaply

based on our sum-of-the-parts valuation analysis.

LKQ is the dominant player in salvage/aftermarket collision parts

distribution in North America, with over 70%market share. In addition

to continued cost inflation, lower-than-expected collision claims in

North America due partly to a mild winter resulted in disappointing

quarterly earnings. What was already a cheap stock when we initiated

our position in January of this year has become even cheaper. At a

10X P/E, shares trade at a distinct discount to their historical 10-year

average of 14X and are also cheaper relative to LKQ’s auto parts

retailer peers, which arguably have similar long-term growth profiles.

LKQ isn’t a fast-growing business, but it can grow 2% to 4%, and given

its dominant market share and mid-teens return on tangible capital,

we believe it should trade at a higher valuation. Over the last decade,

LKQ has also become the largest mechanical parts distributor in

Europe. As is the case in North America, independent European

mechanics value LKQ's reliable distribution and competitive pricing.

The European business has improved operationally over the last five

years as LKQ has focused on the integration of its various acquisitions

to drive margin and free cash flow improvements. LKQ operates in

end markets with limited cyclicality as 90% of revenues are tied to

non-discretionary spending and reliably has strong free cash flow

generation. The company also meets our requirement for a sound



financial condition as its debt load is manageable at 2X EBITDA due to

its attractive free cash flow. We added to our position on weakness.

Our overall biggest detractor was Globe Life, a provider of life

insurance, health insurance and investment products and services.

Shares fell abruptly on a short seller’s report alleging widespread

insurance fraud by Globe Life involving the writing of fictitious

policies and artificially inflated financials. The one-day selloff wiped

out over 50% of the company’s market value, but the stock has since

recovered more than half of that loss. The company denied the

allegations, retained outside counsel to conduct an independent

investigation and is cooperating with the Department of Justice (DOJ).

Per the recent 10-Q, management does not believe the DOJ

investigation will result in a material liability. Our investment thesis on

Globe Life over the years has been underpinned by its slow growth,

conservative balance sheet and robust free cash flow returned to

shareholders via buybacks and dividends. It is the tortoise to the

market’s hare. Events outside the short seller’s report have the team

reviewing howmuch tech-infrastructure upgrades Globe Life may

need to boost its internal processes and controls. While we question

much of the short report’s accuracy, we nonetheless take the

allegations and the market’s reaction seriously and are evaluating our

investment case.

Turning to the positive side of the ledger, our top contributors were

Analog Devices, NetApp and Arch Capital Group. Analog Devices (ADI)

is the second-largest analog semiconductor chipmaker in the world

behind Texas Instruments. Investors are excited about the prospects

of a cyclical recovery in semiconductors as ADI’s bookings have

turned higher on improving demand and tight inventories. Initially

purchased in 2006, ADI is one of our longest held stocks as the

company has proven to be an excellent compounder of value due to

its leadership position in a secular growth industry, strong balance

sheet and cash-generating properties. ADI operates in attractive

segments that offer high gross and operating margins and have sticky

customers. Producing chips into applications that often have decades

of longevity (autos, industrial, communications) and that are a small

fraction of the overall cost within the value chain makes this business

attractive and hard to displace once designed into

the product/application.

NetApp is an enterprise data storage and solutions company with a

specialization in all-flash (i.e., solid-state) storage. Sales of the

company’s higher margin flash products (+17% y/y) boosted margins

and helped offset rising NAND component costs. Notably, the mix

shift to flash is driving structurally higher gross margins. The boom in

AI infrastructure investment, though still a small portion of its sales,

increases the potential long-term growth opportunity for the

company’s storage solutions, and this element has likely contributed

to the stock’s strong gains. While NetApp retains a healthy balance

sheet and earns strong free cash flowmargins, we used the stock’s

strength to reduce exposure.

Arch, a global reinsurer, has experienced strong growth over the past

year as reinsurance markets have been in an upswing in terms of

pricing and premium growth, while rising interest rates boosted net

interest income. Additionally, margins benefited from lower

acquisition costs, better expense management and reduced

catastrophe losses. In its mortgage insurance business, high interest

rates are a headwind to top-line growth but a tailwind for margins.

Arch is an industry leader capably managed by a long-tenured team

that has achieved an enviable underwriting record while at the same

time seeking opportunistic growth. It has shown discipline in pulling

back from writing business when pricing is soft, patiently waiting for

turns in the cycle to put its strong capital position to work.

Portfolio Activity

Wemade one new purchase in Q2, adding Genpact, a business

process outsourcing (BPO) company. BPO companies are third-party

providers of outsourced business services. Common areas that

companies outsource are HR, finance/accounting and customer care.

Other areas seeing strong trends toward outsourcing are supply

chain, process automation and procurement. BPO companies need to

build sufficient scale to compete, which leads them to specialize in

specific service areas. Genpact has built domain expertise in a few

select verticals where it can be No. 1 or No. 2, focusing on financial

services, consumer, health care and high-tech manufacturing

industries. Companies seek to partner with Genpact to improve

productivity, increase competitiveness and drive better business

outcomes. Genpact has over 129,000 employees in 35+ countries to

enable its offerings. At its all-time highs in early 2022, Genpact shares

were selling in the low $50s at around 22X FY1 earnings. Today, they

sell in the low $30s at a 10X multiple. Though the business has

performed well—continuing to generate free cash flow and grow

earnings—the market has become concerned about Genpact’s future.

Outsourcing is a tough industry. It’s labor intensive, which can mean

less pricing power, high rates of attrition and risks of labor arbitrage

shifts, plus there is the need for continual technology investment. AI is

also a risk. However, technological-driven automation isn’t new to this

industry. Technology is continually replacing low-value work.

However, Genpact is a not a commoditized body shop. The company

has domain expertise, its contracts are long-term in nature, it provides

services that are essential, and the tailwind of specialization via

outsourcing appears to have a long runway. The business generates a

lot of free cash flow, much of which is being returned to shareholders

via dividends and share buybacks. At 10X enterprise value to EBITA for

a business that should continue to grow, we believe odds are tilted in

our favor.

We also added to our existing position in Vail Resorts, a premium

skiing, lodging and resort company, that has fallen by nearly 25% over

the past year. Mother nature didn’t cooperate this past winter as there

was below-average snowfall early in the ski season and highly variable

temperatures. That contributed to reduced visitation, which had



second-order effects on retail, rental and lodging activity. On the

positive side, growth in advanced pass sales drove low-single-digit

growth in lift revenues, while labor costs were well controlled. Vail is

one of a couple dominant players in an industry that benefits from

high barriers to entry due to the fixed supply of suitable mountains. Of

course, this is a highly seasonal business, dependent on appetite for

ski vacations and the right weather conditions, but the company has

made strides to improve the business model by increasing the

percentage of its business from the advance commitment pass

product, which transforms the business from one of uncertainty and

weather dependency to one of greater visibility and predictability.

This provides stability and the ability to spend on capex during the off

season to improve the guest experience, as well as pursue additional

footprint expansion.

We sold one stock in Q2: Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL), a commercial real

estate brokerage and property services provider. Leasing and capital

markets activity has significantly improved since our initial purchase

in 2020 when pandemic-driven uncertainty loomed over the office

real estate market, and JLL’s stock has responded positively. So, we

chose to recycle capital into more attractive opportunities.

Perspective

“It’s a market of stocks, not a stock market.”

We are not sure where this saying originated, but its implication is

particularly salient in 2024. Market concentration (% weight of top 10

stocks in the S&P 500® Index) is at all-time highs, and correlations of

stocks to the broader market (the degree to which returns of

individual stocks reflect the index return) have fallen to all-time lows.

The S&P 500® Index, which has become increasingly concentrated

among a fewmega-cap stocks, no longer represents the diverse

opportunity set that exists within the US equity market.

We are ultimately stock pickers, but when we look at the valuation

gaps that exist between mid caps and large caps and value versus

growth, these relative spreads have reextended to highly attractive

levels. Compared to P/Es of 22.4X and 27.8X (FY1 earnings) for the S&P

500® and Russell Midcap® Growth Indices, the Russell Midcap® Value

Index sells for just 16.1X. Not since the dot-com bubble have these

valuations spreads been this attractive. Our portfolio is even cheaper

at 14.3X. Most importantly, we do not believe we are having to

sacrifice quality in the current environment to find attractive values.

Consistent with our approach of seeking to create a portfolio that is

better, safer and cheaper than our benchmark, our portfolio has a

greater median ROE (17.2% versus 10.5%) and median higher fixed

charge coverage (5.8X versus 4.0X) than the Russell Midcap® Value

Index. While we can’t predict the next recession, the outcomes of

upcoming elections or the direction of the market, we feel good about

the characteristics of the portfolio we have built.

ARTISAN CANVAS

Timely insights and updates from our investment teams and             

firm leadership

Visit www.artisancanvas.com 



For more information:Visit www.artisanpartners.com | Call 800.344.1770

Carefully consider the Fund’s investment objective, risks and charges and expenses. This and other important information is contained in the Fund's prospectus and summary prospectus, which can be obtained by
calling 800.344.1770. Read carefully before investing.

Current and future portfolio holdings are subject to risk. The value of portfolio securities selected by the investment team may rise or fall in response to company, market, economic, political, regulatory or other news, at times
greater  than  the  market  or  benchmark  index.  A  portfolio’s  environmental,  social  and  governance  (“ESG”)  considerations  may  limit  the  investment  opportunities  available  and,  as  a  result,  the  portfolio  may  forgo  certain
investment opportunities and underperform portfolios that do not consider ESG factors. Securities of small- and medium-sized companies tend to have a shorter history of operations, be more volatile and less liquid and may
have underperformed securities of large companies during some periods. Value securities may underperform other asset types during a given period.

Russell Midcap® Value Index measures the performance of US mid-cap companies with lower price/book ratios and forecasted growth values. Russell Midcap® Index measures the performance of roughly 800 US mid-cap companies. Russell
Midcap® Growth Index measures the performance of US mid-cap companies with higher price/book ratios and forecasted growth values. S&P 500® Index measures the performance of 500 US companies focused on the large-cap sector of the
market. The index(es) are unmanaged; include net reinvested dividends; do not reflect fees or expenses; and are not available for direct investment.

This summary represents the views of the portfolio managers as of 30 Jun 2024. Those views may change, and the Fund disclaims any obligation to advise investors of such changes. For the purpose of determining the Fund’s holdings,
securities of the same issuer are aggregated to determine the weight in the Fund. The holdings mentioned above comprise the following percentages of the Mid Cap Value Fund's total net assets as of 30 Jun 2024: Globe Life Inc 2.1%, Baxter
International Inc 1.7%, LKQ Corp 2.1%, Analog Devices Inc 4.6%, NetApp Inc 1.5%, Arch Capital Group Ltd 2.8%, Genpact Ltd 1.4%, Vail Resorts Inc 2.0%. Securities named in the Commentary, but not listed here are not held in the Fund as of
the date of this report. Portfolio holdings are subject to change without notice and are not intended as recommendations of individual securities. All information in this report, unless otherwise indicated, includes all classes of shares (except
performance and expense ratio information) and is as of the date shown in the upper right hand corner. This material does not constitute investment advice.

Attribution  is  used  to  evaluate  the  investment  management  decisions  which  affected  the  portfolio’s  performance  when  compared  to  a  benchmark  index.  Attribution  is  not  exact,  but  should  be  considered  an  approximation  of  the  relative
contribution of each of the factors considered.

The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®) is the exclusive intellectual property of MSCI Inc. (MSCI) and Standard & Poor’s Financial Services, LLC (S&P). Neither MSCI, S&P, their affiliates, nor any of their third party providers (“GICS
Parties”) makes any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to GICS or the results to be obtained by the use thereof, and expressly disclaim all warranties, including warranties of accuracy, completeness, merchantability
and fitness for a particular purpose. The GICS Parties shall not have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of such damages.

Frank Russell Company (“Russell”) is the source and owner of the trademarks, service marks and copyrights related to the Russell Indexes. Russell® is a trademark of Frank Russell Company. Neither Russell nor its licensors accept any liability
for any errors or omissions in the Russell Indexes and/or Russell ratings or underlying data and no party may rely on any Russell Indexes and/or Russell ratings and/or underlying data contained in this communication. No further distribution of
Russell Data is permitted without Russell’s express written consent. Russell does not promote, sponsor or endorse the content of this communication.

The  S&P 500®  (“Index”)  is  a  product  of  S&P Dow Jones  Indices  LLC  (“S&P DJI”)  and/or  its  affiliates  and  has  been  licensed  for  use.  Copyright  © 2024 S&P Dow Jones  Indices  LLC,  a  division  of  S&P Global,  Inc.  All  rights  reserved.
Redistribution or reproduction in whole or in part are prohibited without written permission of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. S&P® is a registered trademark of S&P Global and Dow Jones® is a registered trademark of Dow Jones Trademark
Holdings LLC (“Dow Jones”). None of S&P DJI, Dow Jones, their affiliates or third party licensors makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the ability of any index to accurately represent the asset class or market sector
that it purports to represent and none shall have any liability for any errors, omissions, or interruptions of any index or the data included therein.

This material is provided for informational purposes without regard to your particular investment needs and shall not be construed as investment or tax advice on which you may rely for your investment decisions. Investors should consult their
financial and tax adviser before making investments in order to determine the appropriateness of any investment product discussed herein.

Free  Cash  Flow  is  a  measure  of  financial  performance  calculated  as  operating  cash  flow  minus  capital  expenditures.  Return  on  Equity  (ROE)  is  a  profitability  ratio  that  measures  the  amount  of  net  income  returned  as  a  percentage  of
shareholders' equity. Dividend Yield is a financial ratio that shows how much a company pays out in dividends each year relative to its share price. Earnings per Share (EPS) is the portion of a company's profit allocated to each outstanding
share of common stock. Price-to-Earnings (P/E) is a valuation ratio of a company's current share price compared to its per-share earnings. Earnings Before Interest, Taxes and Amortization (EBITA) is a measure of a company's operating
profit. Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization (EBITDA) is an indicator of a company's financial performance which is calculated by looking at earnings before the deduction of interest expenses, taxes, depreciation
and amortization. Return on tangible capital measures the rate of return on tangible common equity or shareholders’ equity less preferred stock, goodwill and other intangible assets. Enterprise Value (EV) is a measure of a company’s value.
Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio indicates a firm's ability to satisfy fixed financing expenses, such as interest and leases.

Artisan Partners Funds offered through Artisan Partners Distributors LLC (APDLLC), member FINRA. APDLLC is a wholly owned broker/dealer subsidiary of Artisan Partners Holdings LP. Artisan Partners Limited Partnership, an investment advisory
firm and adviser to Artisan Partners Funds, is wholly owned by Artisan Partners Holdings LP.

© 2024 Artisan Partners. All rights reserved.
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